Foam fairy
The workbench
 Yellow, red and pink poster paint (non toxic)
 Curley red hair (craft retailers)
 1 oval, 1 round foam ball, 1 small star foam (make sure round ball is smaller then the oval foam)
 4 long medium paper noodles tubes (craft retailers)
 Sequins and glitter
 4 red pipe cleaners
 4 bells (craft retailers)
 2 push in plastic eyes
 1 small pom pom (nose)
 40 cm min material covered wire thread
 Beads (necklace), 1 large bead (neck)
 1 small piece of fine ballerina netting any color
 Craft glue, scissors
 1 piece colored paper (eye backing)
Step 1.
Paint the round foam ball, the star and the paper tubes yellow, sprinkle some glitter onto the star then dry. Paint
the oval foam body then sprinkle over the glitter. Glue on the sequins to the front and back of the foam body.
Step 2.
Cut out 2 circles from the colored paper larger then the plastic eyes then push the eyes through the paper and
into the head. Glue on the pom pom nose and cut a small piece of the pipe cleaner for the mouth, bending the
ends into the foam to secure. Cut 1.5cm lengths from the wire and push them into the foam around the eyes for the
eyelashes, then glue on the hair and allow drying time. Cut out a small rectangle piece of netting to fit around the body
then measure around the middle of the foam ball and cut to length some wire slightly longer. Thread the wire through
the small holes at the top of the netting and twist the ends around the oval foam for the skirt.
Step 3.
Cut 2 pipe cleaners in half and thread just the ends through each of the 4 bells then thread the other ends through
the paper noodles then bend the remaining pipe cleaner ends over to a 45 degree angle and push them into the
top and bottom side of the body for the arms and legs. Cut 3, 6cm lengths of pipe cleaner and push 2cm into the
body at the top close together for the neck and thread on the large bead, then push the remaining pipe cleaner into
the head to secure the head to the body. Thread some beads onto some remaining wire thread and tie around the
neck. Push a small pipe cleaner length into the star then push into the foam head for the crown.

